
D
oesdating give you

the heebie-jeebies?
You could look like
Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley and be as
belly-shakingly funny

as Miranda Hart, but: still wind up
spending that romantic dinner a deux
calling your date your ex's name, with
a piece of spinach stuck in between
your teeth.

Whether you're newly on the market
or a long-term singleton, it can be

a pretty stressful business, especially
if you have no idea why that perfect
guy who laughed at all your jokes,
gazed adoringly into your eyes and .
suggested seeing a romcom then
disappeared in a puff of Davidoff
Cool Water as soon as you'd kissed
him goodbye. What went wrong? What's
his issue? And how the heck did you
end up becoming an un-dateable?

"There are many reasons why you
might find yourself in a dating rut"
says dating expert James Preece.

"While there's no definitive dating rule
book, there are dos and don'ts that have
been proven to make or break that
second-date hurdle."

That's why we've pinned down the
most common single-girl gaffes. Simply
follow our flow chart to work "Outwhy
your romantic rendezvous aren't working
out - and then find out how to get 'em
back on the dating track. Before you
know it, you'll have dates lining up to
take you out again. Trust us! Just
remember to invite us to- the wedding ..
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ARE YOU WARYOF
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I fluttered
my lashes. A lot
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DID HE MAKE
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Shake his
hand
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an hour
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No idea,
we were
too busy
snogging
to talk
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Yes, he seemed to
care about my issues
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mean ex/that
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shake his 'hand when Flirting scares you so while stroking his
you leave and then it's probably safer to I hand - it's scary.

wonder why he looks just keep quiet, right? You're getting too
so bemused, Hint: Wrong. Insecurify is I personal way too fast. g
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outfit, too .;:-for-you, focus on the budge I think of the positives ~
not him. Changing of his nose - it I (yeu're in a nice "~your clothes sets your looks like you're restaurant with ;;.

mind to date rather looking him in 'the a hot gUy) and enjoy ~
is

than mate." eye. Clever, huh?" I the moment." ~
JUST LIKE ...

Cluelesi Cher would like, so,
never 'date itguy that didn't
meet all her expectations.
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